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narrator, flute, marimba, guitar, piano 
8'00'' 

 
 

Program Notes: 
In December of 2012, at the request of my wife, Megan, I joined forces with Ingeborg Iping-Petterson, Meghan 
Handyside and my mother in law, Becca Switzer, to concoct a cake so powerful it left all who ate it in tears. The 
five of us hunted recipes, debated flavor profiles, and brainstormed Machiavellian combinations of fat, salt, and 
sugar. How much butter could one possibly cram into a cake? With a whiff of a plan, we dove headfirst into our 
honey, yogurt, Swiss-meringue, lemon curd, bourbon, buttercream Franken-cake. Beating, blending, cutting, 
cooking, tempering, and drinking abounded. For four glorious hours, the five of us were aproned blurs, 
thrashing in wild, unpredictable directions—occasionally coalescing to assemble, frost, and taste. 
 
Our coterie became a quintet of virtuosic musicians, mixing and whipping up delicious, improvisatory 
counterpoint. The cramped kitchen thrummed and swirled as we fought to nourish the monstrous cake. We fed 
from our mistakes—sweating under the narration of a thousand YouTubes, which clued us in on the most 
effective creaming techniques, better strategies to soak up bourbon, and the only real way to sift flour. The 
speakers shouted instructions in saccharine synchronicity, and we disobeyed. The cake soon consumed our 
stockpiles of fat and sugar, and we found ourselves buying more and more and more to sate its hunger. The 
quintet crescendoed. 
 
Water fell—salty from faces, drippy from faucets, condensation from the kitchen window in the Georgia sun. 
The water and bakers blended together in sweet, wet entropy. And with one final zest of a lemon, the frenzy was 
over. The cake sat, cooling and intensifying. At suppertime it made the three-mile pilgrimage to bask in the 
glory and adoration of thirty-two drooling party-goers. And at this end of our journey, the cake of a thousand 
waterfalls was served alongside ham, parsnip, rattlesnake, and flaming pudding. Though all were appetizing, no 
other dish could compare to the majesty, scope, and audacity of our buttercream beast. We giggled at its 
moment of consummation. We wondered if the table would bear its weight. We cried, softly as we ate its 
lemony heart. We went back for seconds and thirds. Finally, we pushed back from the table—bloated, lethargic, 
enervated—and knew that our cake had tapped into something magical, something human, something delicious. 

 
Performance Instructions: 

 
The ensemble may or may not be amplified, but the narrator probably will need to be. 
 
The tempo is marked such that you should consider the piece in a fast four rather than a slow two. 
 
There are several elements of theatricality throughout, feel free to change or alter any of them to suit your needs. 
Note that everyone is asked to speak throughout—use your best judgment about your speaking volume. 
 
The flute part requires a metallic object to tap on the piano and optionally a triangle, bicycle bell, or other 
instrument that sounds like an oven-timer. 
 
When performing on a smaller marimba, feel free to adjust octaves as necessary. 
 
You may substitute darn for damn, root beer for bourbon, and orange extract for orange liqueur if necessary. 
 
The improvisatory climax may be performed at tempo or may be treated as free, tempo-less improvisation.


